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Editor’s Pick: Washington, DC-based designers, Kia Phillips and Nekol 
Gaskins, are back at it again with the launch of their new athleisure line 

for Glamourina: The Kente Combat Collection.  The warm patterns and 
cultural vibrations felt with this year’s design will uplift and empower 

your spirit while summoning your inner athleisure Queen.

Glamourina is the go-to athleisure apparel brand for socially 
conscious women. Co-owners, Kia and Nekol, are working 

mothers who have always had a passion to design a fashionable 
line that inspires and uplifts women. “Our mission is to 

encourage all women to live healthy active lifestyles by 
providing cultural and unique athleisure apparel for all 
body types.” 

Nekol and Kia have been overwhelmed by the vast 
support of the community since launching their 
exclusive Kente Athleisure collection in 2017.  
Addressing a void in the athleisure apparel 
market, women across the world have 
become connected to the Glamourina 
brand and have taken to social media 

platforms to televise the revolution. 
Glamourina encourages their 

customers to share each other’s 

athletic or athleisure “Passion through Pics”, 
a campaign launched to capture women 

displaying their Glamourina pride 
while styling their Kente Athleisure 

2017 collection pieces. 
Glamourina’s Kente Combat 

collection is available for 
purchase exclusively online.

www.Glamourina.com.
@Glamourina
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Ngone Sow is a natural hair stylist from 
Senegal, West Africa. Her love for hair 
comes from a long line of her ancestors 
including her grandmother and 
mother who were natural hair stylists 
themselves. She settled in the US 
in 1989 in Brooklyn, NY where she 
opened Soween hair salon. She has been 
a natural hair care examiner for the state 

department division license of New York 
City from 1997 till present. Ngone has  

worked with many world celebrities 
including Brandy Norwood, Lalah 
Hathaway, and many more. She 
received the Master Pioneer Award 
in 2013. For more information and 
details visit her website!

SoweenHairSalon.wordpress.com
@soweenhairsalon

Hair | Ngone Sow
Soween Hair Salon, Brooklyn

Royal |  Briy Gilgeous
Photography | NayMarie

Hair 
Feature

WHAT IS MELANATING? Melanating is your premier 
source for Black and Brown Events. Built from the 
desire to have access to more events geared towards the 
African diaspora, Melanating has taken the necessary 
steps to not only provide information regarding events, 
but to present them in an easily accessible way.

Melanating is the act of Black people (Diasporic), 
purposefully engaging in Melanated events with the 
intention of broadening their connection with their 
community in fun and engaging ways. Melanating was 
created as a complementary element to the popular 
“OurBlackWeb” black business directory. OBW being 
focused on businesses owned and operated by melanated 
people, didn’t fully encompass the expansive lifestyle 
in which melanated people live. Although supporting 
business is crucial in economic empowerment, there 
often is no place for melanated people to congregate 
and have fun with other melanated people; and so, 
Melanating was born. Melanating focuses on shedding 
a light on melanated events. Melanating believes in 
supplying fun in alternative ways via access to strictly 
melanated events. Providing a means to search for 
upcoming events, purchase tickets/RSVPS, as well as 
host their own events, Melanating was built to create 
an accessible platform for melanated people.

Indulge. | www.Melanating.com | @Melanating
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In a time when women are emerging from 
oppressive cultures and reclaiming their voice 
and power, men seem not to be keeping up! 
Women are again becoming comfortable and 
competent in spiritual abilities, while men are 

still focusing heavily on the accumulation of 
material power. I think that women should 

be more open with men about their use of 
spiritual power and energy manipulation, 
but there seems to still be a divide. The 

issue is clearly trust. Men in the West 
are historically distrustful of women-

power enough to burn them alive en 
masse. Many Black men in America 
have heard some version of don’t 

eat certain foods from Women 
from New Orleans/the South/

H a i t i / J a m a i c a / C a r i b b e a n /
etc. In the words of Method 

Man: “wicked women puttin 
period blood in stew.” 
So on some level, the average 

Black male in America 
doesn’t trust a woman who 

actively knows how to use her 
natural spiritual powers and 

the forces of life around her. She 
might use it to trap/hypnotize/

trick/ruin him! Call her a priestess, 
Bruja, witch, Goddess, etc. Men 

here don’t celebrate it or relish the 
idea of experiencing it. The western 

mind can’t really even conceive of 
what divine feminine power is, so even 

though they fear it they can’t actually 
see it. It’s the boogeyman! Have you 

noticed your text auto-suggestions never 
have capital Goddess but always at least 

offer god with a capital “g?” To deal with the 
power imbalance of patriarchy, women have 
naturally adapted in unhealthy ways that then 
reinforce the misconception. The only way to 

correct and balance this is for honest 
dialogue to happen. 
I am not a woman, so this next part 
is half historical innerstanding and 
half speculation. I feel like the reason 
women are reluctant to be more open to 
their own men is that of the above explanation 
of men’s fear in general. Why would they 
set themselves up to be mistrusted and 
persecuted?! Nobody would want to do that.
This is what I offer in consideration of that. 
Embrace your power with love. There is no 
fear/shame in using any ability if it is in the 
work of love. Invite him to participate in a 
low-risk ritual with you. Use elements that 
are familiar to him, like plants, water, candles, 
etc. If a woman is with a man, she should be 
able to say, “Of course I’m using my powers 
on you. To increase your manifestations. To 
increase your magnetism with me. To heal 
you. To innerstand you. To sync. You should 
be doing the same thing for me!” If a woman 
told me that, I’d keep her around for life, even 
platonically!
I would also like to suggest then that the same 
phrase can be applied to people who you are 
not dating. Brothers and sisters (siblings) 
connect in a long-term commitment that is 
intimate but not sexual. It’s memorable, close, 
affectionate, full of bonding moments, and still 
completely platonic without effort. To shift 
away from an emphasis on sexuality towards 
an idea that we are connected by something 
above us, can heal our bonds with each other. 
Personally, I have several sisters throughout 
my life who I am/was close to, but not in a 
skin way. And I have learned a lot from them 
about how to best take care of a woman I love. 
If we can do that for each other, our children 
will come out of this spiritual cocoon and fly.

Jashua Sa-Ra is a communications artist that uses hosting, writing, graphic design, wholistic healing, and workshops to 
contribute to a healthy functioning community. www.JASHUASARA.com | @Earthiopian

SPIRITUAL TEKNOWLEDGE:OPENNESS
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D. Carrie is figuring things out one adventure at a time, occassionally sharing with the interwebs. Find her at 
youtube.com/c/dCarrieTV and on social media at @_dcarrie.

Once I decided I was ready to embark 
upon solo travel, I had to decide how 
exactly I was going to make it happen. 
Initially, I was all about the “pay 

someone to do it for me” life. I thought I’d 
have to learn to understand confusing airline 
matrixes, constantly stalk airline websites to 
hop on deals immediately after they dropped, 
and travel at obscure times to get the best 
deals. It exhausted me just imagining trying to 
comprehend it all. Thankfully, one of my girls 
was the reassuring voice that encouraged me 
to give it a go on my own (Thanks Aneesah!).
Armed with an “I got this” attitude and the 
discovery of Google flights (thanks Alicia!!), I 
was delivert!!!! No more begrudgingly entering 
individual locations into the search box of an 
airline within the dates of my travel window 
and getting shut down by the price tag. I could 
now expound my search for flights BASED 
ON MY BUDGET and without choosing 
a particular destination first. Sis. Life 
changing.  The world was literally at 
my fingertips now. 
So boom. Log onto Google flights. 
Enter your departing city, dates 
of travel and scroll down. 
Dassit. To fine-tune your 
results past the suggested 
locations, click on 
“explore destinations”.  
Drag the map 
around until 
s o m e t h i n g 
looks good 

(i.e. in your budget) or type more defining 
criteria into the destination box such as 
“Africa” or “South America”. You can also use 
the “Interests” dropdown menu to highlight 
beaches, ecotourism, culture, or a number of 
specific types of trips you may have in mind. 
There are a plethora of options to play with 
to help you adapt your search to meet your 
needs. After a quick glance at average cost of 
area hotels or resorts (expensive lodging can 
easily blow a cost effective flight off the list of 
options), it’s time to book.
Before I jump on booking through Google 
flights, I’ll generally have a look at the airline’s 
website directly. Some airlines offer amazing 
bonuses like FREE tours if you have a layover 
six or more hours in their home city, reduced 
fare lodging when you book through the 
airline, and ways to get complementary (and 
necessary) travel visas. 
My favorite discovery, though: layovers. Fam. 

Don’t sleep on long layovers! I flew into 
Phuket, Thailand after a two day layover 

in Doha, Qatar. I went from riding a 
camel in the Sealine Desert of Doha 

to riding an elephant in a jungle 
in Phuket. Instead of looking 

for the quickest route to a 
destination, I always look 

for the route with the best 
scenery.  

Check back for how I 
decide where to stay 

once I’ve decided 
on a location!

By  D. Carrie

By  Jashua Sa’Ra
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Khay has provided over two decades of Case Management to the public at 
large. She has allowed her experience and her training to foster her healing 
and growth through some of the most adverse experiences in her life. To her, 
this book is a labor of love because she has dropped and exposed it all for the 
reader’s benefit. There is much to learn from this literary work. 

For information on scheduling speaking engagements or ordering 
books, please contact Khay Shepard at 347-675-3506 or email 
authenticallyyours2017@gmail.com.

awareness on a global scale through the development of videos, speaking tours, classes, and 
traveling abroad to people around the world that need healing from domestic abuse and neglect.

Khay Shepard’s readers have expressed great enthusiasm for the book.
Rayvonne wrote, “This book is very insightful! I really liked how open and honest Khay 

was about sharing her trials and 
tribulations in life. It allowed me, 
the reader, to reflect on my own 
issues. Very impressive!”
Kamela wrote, “EXCELLENT!! The 
testimonies will help so many... I 
felt healing as I read. This can be a 
great tool for groups. I can say this 
book touched my soul and made 
me aware of some holes I need to 
plug.... and healing that needs to 
take place. Thank U!!!”
Darryl wrote, “Khay allowed you 
to find the riches in her book right 
away in her opening. She dug away 
to the core and rebuilt herself by 
learning and understanding the 
flaws of her parents, environment, 
and self. I hope it helps someone 
recreate themselves.

“THE TESTIMONIES WILL HELP SO MANY...”

Khay Shepard, author of the non-fiction book, “Authentically Rich,” is helping people to 
overcome personal tragedies by providing a blueprint for self-change, using her own life 
experiences as the backdrop. Published in July 2017, the book guides readers in the process of 
self-acceptance and healing. Once Authentically Rich sales reach 20,000 copies, a portion of 
all book sales through October 2019 will be donated to the Non-profit (status pending), Klaim 
Vibrant Health – Domestic Awareness Project (KVH-DAP). Klaim Vibrant Health is a part of 
the author’s LLC branch, designed to teach Domestic Awareness by changing perceptions of 
SELF. This opportunity will allow the author to teach self-love, self-awareness, and domestic 
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Our shadows are tinted in copper, 
our highlights are dripping in gold. 
Our melanin glows. We are royalty. 
We are the original people; charged 
externally by the sun and internally by 
the moon. We are Copper + Gold, and 
these are our collective photo stories.

Featured Melanin Royals: 
Sassy, Krystal, Shanice

@a.sassy.nation, @krystalgarner, 
@its_shanice_thompson

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie
Makeup & Styling | Robert 

Betancourt & Coco - 
@paintedbyrob, @__brushqueen
Copper Crowns & Accessories | 
@Uniquelywiredm
Assist | @TheOneWillFocus

COPPER + GOLD



THE ROYAL IN ME SEES THE ROYAL IN YOU!
TAJI MAG VOL 14 CONTEST WINNERS

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Guilhermina - @guilherminaxoxo

Makeup | Coco - @__brushqueen
Earrings & Bracelet | UniquelyWiredM - 

@uniquelywiredm

THE ROYAL IN ME SEES THE ROYAL IN YOU!
TAJI MAG VOL 14 CONTEST WINNERS

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Danny Daniels - @dannydanielsnyc

Body Art | Robert Betancourt - @paintedbyrob
Accessories | UniquelyWiredM - 

@uniquelywiredm

KIFALME



FREEDOM TO EXPERIENCE WHILE GROWING INTO THE WOMAN 
SHE IS BECOMING.

Photography | Porsha Smith -
@PorshaSmithPhotography

Royal | Ashley R. Wright - @ulovearw
Makeup | Tavia Jackson - @FreshBeatsbyTa

LIKE WIRES, WE ARE ENTANGLED. UNIVERSALLY INTERTWINED. 
DESTINED TO BE EACH OTHER’S STRENGTH.

Photography | Derick Campbell - @Drc_Photos
Royals| Jamilla Brown & Keith Grant -

@thatdamnmilla and @keebo_1
Accessories | CopperSignatures - @CopperSignatures

THE BROWN GODDESS EXUDES THE BEAUTY 
THAT IS THE BLACK WOMAN. ANCIENT AFRICAN 
CULTURE SHOWS US THAT HAIR IS OFTEN 
SCULPTED TO REPRESENT AND SHOWCASE THE 
ESSENCE OF CLASS OR A PARTICULAR TRIBE/
VILLAGE, AMONG OTHER REASONS. HERE 
BROWN GODDESS IS ADORNED WITH A HALO 
CROWN THAT THE BLACK WOMAN SHOULD 

ALWAYS WEAR
Photography | Justin Featherstone - 

@olotphotography 
Royal | Candace Farrell  - 

@candijeanine
Hair | Tiffany Ware  - @b_w.a.r.e 

Makeup | Shari Tiandra - 
@shari.tiandra

Stylist/Neckwear | Rena Cox - 
@loungeoffashion

ESSENCE

SASSY GOT A CHOPPER | #FITBLACKTATTED
Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie
Royal | Sassy - @a.sassy.nation
Makeup & Styling | Robert Betancourt & 
Coco - @paintedbyrob, @__brushqueen
Copper Crowns & Accessories | 
@Uniquelywiredm
Assist | @TheOneWillFocus

GOT A CHOPPER



Fiat is a professional writer underneath the All by Fiat brand and contributing writer with Taji Mag. He keeps 90’s Hip-
Hop quotables as the ace up his sleeve. Follow him at @AllbyFiat! | www.AllByFiat.com

“The Business. | The Beauty. | The Brand.” is the slogan toted 
by the emerging marketing and branding business known 

as Knotable Designs, with Knyra Ratcliff spearheading as 
the founder and CEO. In speaking with Knyra, she made it 

clear that Knotable Designs’ mission, in short, is to transform basic 
companies into a local, regional, and/or global brand. If you are an entrepreneur 
yourself, a business aficionado, or simply a supporter of the culture, it would behoove 
you to continue reading. 

While this is not popularized, the “marketing” field is a tri-sectioned pie chart. There is an 
intersection between marketing, branding, and psychology (consumer behavior, trend analysis, 
etc.) with the epicenter of the intersection serving as a business’s “marketing mix”.  In a baseball 
analogy, the marketing mix would be cleverly paralleled to a batter finding the “sweet spot” 
of the bat on the swing of a pitch that leads to a majestic home run. In short, a marketing mix 
is a combination of factors controlled by a company to influence consumers to purchase its 
products and/or services. That is where Knotable Designs steps in to identify that home run 
hitting combination for a diverse clientele, whether it is a business or an individual.

Knotable Designs’ platform boasts a wide array of specialty services including logo designs, 
infographics, flyers, menu designs, resume writing, cover letter writing, website development, 
apparel design, book publication illustration, social media management and marketing, program 
creation, and presentation templates. In offering such a selection of services, Knotable Designs 
has mastered the art of client satisfaction in addition to working with clients that are not clear 
on their overall brand vision and helping them navigate to brand actualization and identity 
establishment. It is also healthy to note, they are currently partnered with 7 other businesses 
and counting.

Moving forward in 2018, Knyra has made it a priority to procure top collegiate talent to join her 
rapidly expanding business for paid internship opportunities and, possibly, college credit. If you 
are interested in joining the Knotable Designs team, send your most updated resume to info@
knotabledesigns.com. Knotable Designs has arrived – producing high quality and sustainable 
work products, advancing the culture, and leaving an unapologetically impactful mark on the 
entrepreneurial world. To find out more about Knotable Designs check out KnotableDesigns.com.
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“I DIDN’T GO TO SCHOOL FOR ACTING, BUT I FEEL LIKE I UNDERSTAND 
EMOTION, AND THOUGHT, AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR REALLY WELL.”
COPPER QUEEN LIVING OUT DREAMS.
Royal | Yolonda Ross - @yolondaross_creator
(The Chi & The Get Down)
Photo | Ernest Collins - @ernestcollins
Hair | Jessi Dean - @hairbyjessidean
Makeup | Frank Guyton - @Frankguyton
Stylist | Adtresa Edmundson - @Adtresa
Top | Kenzo
Skirt | brat store
Boots | Loris Shoes

MAKE YOUR MARK

http://www.AllByFiat.com
http://KnotableDesigns.com


Delliz K. Hazell is a culinary mastermind fluent in vegan, organic, kosher, and gluten free cuisine. Her plates and desserts 
are not only gorgeous to look at, but pleasing to your mouth and fuel for your body. To hire Delliz for your private 
chef, catering, or consultation needs, or to just follow her cooking journey, visit her website www.DellizHazell.com!

Currently residing in the Bronx, NY, Clint works at multiple fitness facilities throughout the city. His own fit lifestyle saved 
him from a life-threatening ailment, but once he was cleared for physical activity, Clint took to mentoring a group of 35 
high school young men; most of whom have received athletic scholarships to college. He’s also the founder of Sigmafied.

Recipe
1. Place water in a medium sauce pan and 
simmer on low fire
2. Add nori, ramen, half of the green onion 
and sausage and simmer for 5-7 minutes.
3. Dissolve miso in a small bowl by whisking 
with a little hot water until smooth, then add 
the mixture to the saucepan and stir. This 
will ensure it does not clump.
4. Remove the ramen from the stove, arrange 
sausage and veggies and enjoy immediately!
5. Note: I love adding Sriracha to my ramen 
bowl for a spicy kick

Ingredients
4 cups water
1/2 cup chopped green onion
3-4 Tbsp white miso paste (without bonito)
1 pack of rice noodle ramen
1 vegan sausage
1 sheet nori (dried seaweed) cut into large 
squares
Optional: Steamed peas, sliced carrots or raw 
veggie of choice

with Delliz theChef
Vegan Fun

HEARTY MISO RAMEN
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less endurance, and interfering injuries. Weak 
core muscles can also leave you susceptible 
to poor posture and lower back pain.
Want more defined abdominal muscles? 
Although aerobic activity is required to 
burn abdominal fat, core exercises like 
proper situps and scissor kicks can tone your 
underlying muscles. Some popular examples 
of core exercises are planks, situps, fitness 
ball exercises, and the bridge. To do a bridge, 
lay on your back with your knees bent. Keep 
your back in a neutral position, not arched 
and not pressed into the floor. Avoid tilting 
your hips. Tighten your abdominal muscles 
and raise your hips off of the floor until 
your hips are aligned with your knees and 
shoulders. Hold the position for as long as 
you can without breaking your form.
Aerobic exercise and muscular fitness are the 
primary elements of most fitness programs. 
In order to have a well-rounded fitness 
routine, include core workouts. Regardless if 
you’re a novice taking the first steps toward 
fitness or a committed fitness fanatic hoping 
to optimize your results, a well-rounded 
fitness program is the best way to reach your 
fitness goals.
Get some core inspiration on page 24 from 
model Shavar!

Follow Clint on IG @wadadlli7!

You know core exercises are good for you, but 
do you include core exercises in your fitness 
routine? Here’s why you should.
Core exercises improve your balance and 
stability and train the muscles in your pelvis, 
lower back, hips, and abdomen to work 
in harmony. This is necessary whether on 
the playing field or during daily activities. 
Strong core muscles make it easier to reach 
behind you, get a glass from the top shelf, and 
bend down to tie your shoes. They are also 
important for athletes, especially runners, as 
weak core muscles can lead to more fatigue, 

MOTIVATIONAL TIPS: STRENGTHENING YOUR CORE

Trainer
ClinT
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Follow Delliz on IG @chefdellizhazell!

http://www.DellizHazell.com


Black Youth Appreciation | Theirno Barry is a 
nineteen-year-old freshman athlete attending 
Buffalo State University. With a drive and 
competitiveness like no other, he’s constantly 
pushing himself each day, with each workout, 
thriving to be the best he can be. Despite 
high expectations from family and friends, 
Barry remains focused on his goals; he’s 
always ready and eager for the next challenge. 
Though frustrating at times, he always finds 
a way to manage what is expected of him and 
what he expects of himself.

“Working out is something I’ve been doing 
since I was in the eighth grade. I love keeping 
my body fit. I constantly tell myself that I 
can accomplish anything I put my mind to, 
putting 100 percent into every task I take on,” 
Barry stated.

Barry’s love for sports has taken him on a 
journey into football.  He is on scholarship 
at Buffalo State University and is a member 
of their Bangles football team, positioned as 
a wide receiver.  Throughout it all, he has 
maintained a 3.0-grade point average.

Barry’s hometown is the Bronx, New York 
where he resides with his Mom, Ramatouley 
Barry, and Dad, Mamafou Barry. He has one 
younger brother and 4 younger sisters. As 
the eldest, the bar is set high for his younger 
siblings. He is a rising athlete to keep an eye 
out for, always pushing himself, always willing 
to learn, but, most of all, always humble.

Follow his journey on IG at @theirno_b!

THEIRNO BARRY
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“I come from a very diverse 
background. I’m Native 
American and Peurto Rican 
and also bilingual, speaking 
both English and Spanish. 
At 25 years, I’m only 
getting younger due to 
the melanin of my skin, 
but wiser as I age. I have 
a degree in Gerontology 
and I’m currently finishing 
up another year to receive 
my bachelor’s degree. In 
addition to my studies, one 
of my goals in life is to be 
a physique model.” - Shavar
@ shavar92 | #FitBlackTatted

CORE CENTRAL

Photos: NayMarie



Kids Who Bank, founded by Jatali Bellanton, is a youth financial literacy initiative that simplifies the finance and 
entrepreneurial worlds for our youth. They tackle this via their Finance Talks Q&A panels, the Kidpreneur finance book 
series, and their finance curriculum which can currently be found in 93 schools. | KidsWhoBank.com | @KidsWhoBank

By Jatali Bellanton

Financial literacy is at the forefront of many conversations in communities of 
color. I sat down to have a meeting with the board member of a venue I am looking 
to book for our first Kidpreneur Awards in April and was very pleased to be 
sitting across from a regal ebony queen who was aging like fine wine. After my 
intro, I was basking in her praise until she said the words that made the smile 
come off of my face. 

She said: “I do not understand why so many Black & Latinos can’t get 
their sh*t together and get out of the hood.” She proceeded to let me know 
that she thinks the poor are broke because they want to be, so she does not 
waste her time trying to help them and that we had to stop blaming slavery. 
Although I knew my response would potentially ruin my chances, I had 
to say something. I informed her that we’re in a society where people 
of color were systematically being grouped together by factors such as 
government-subsidized segregation, where white people were given 
multiple breaks with the aide of the government to move into nice areas 
with little to no financial standing.  And, in those neighborhoods, 
real estate contracts were specifically created with clauses to prohibit 
African-Americans from moving in or obtaining certain financial 
backings, all in the hopes of segregating metropolitans. Presently, 
credit in America is almost more important than how much money 
you make or have, but is it known that this number code is rigged? It’s 
stacked against us depending on your zip code, leading to a higher 
APR resulting in Black people potentially paying almost double what 
we have used, especially if only making minimum payments.

By the time we were done speaking she said she had a lot of 
research to do. This led me to wonder if those with silver spoons in 
the Black community know what factors are at play. Can you imagine 
the levels of manipulation? Yes, there are a lot of opportunities, but 
who is teaching our youth and their parents what they can do to seize 
the day? 
MY CALL TO ACTION & CONTRIBUTIONS OF ENLIGHTENMENT:
1: Once your child is 13 yrs old, you can start building their credit even 
if you, as a parent, have bad credit. There are tricks like a prepaid (secured) 
credit card in the child’s name where you only load what you can afford like 
groceries or small bills.  This will help establish and, overtime, increase their score.
2: Spend money on items that will appreciate in value, not depreciate - important 
terms to teach any child who has requests before you buy them expensive gifts.
3: Learn to budget everything from your daily meals to your leisure shopping habits.
4: There are grants and government fundings available to help you with building your 
businesses, buy a home, and more, so take the time to apply. (Grants.gov)
5: Diversify your investments, do not put all of your eggs in one basket. Look into 
physical commodities, stocks, real estate, etc.

WHO ARE FINANCIAL SYSTEMS DESIGNATED TO 
UPLIFT? HOW DO WE TAKE CONTROL?
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Dapper Dr. Feel is a burgeoning Southern gentleman looking for love in all the wrong places while applying to medical 
school. He volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. Join him on facebook 
and twitter at @ DapperDrFeel.

The pain in my chest had returned, causing 
me to feel numbness in my right arm that held 
my cell phone up to my ear. I wasn’t having a 
heart attack, I was revisiting the pain of losing 
my younger brother two years ago. This all 
initiated when speaking with Rahman Ali, the 
younger brother of boxing legend Muhammad 
Ali. He was telling how much he missed his 
brother and each word he spoke was choked 
by tears that he tried to hold back during the 
conversation. “I really miss him!” Rahman 
expressed as he mentioned the great bond that 
he and his brother had. I could sympathize 
because my brother helped me understand 
the true definition of friendship. “He was not 
only my brother, he was my friend,” Rahman 
stated as he talked about the times they shared 
conversations. After taking a huge deep breath, 
I gathered my emotions and tried to lighten 
the mood. 

This interview easily turned into a grieving 
session. Rahman kept speaking words of 
encouragement to me as I asked him questions 
about his brother. It was like he could sense 
me missing my brother during the interview 
and I appreciate the fact that he saw through 
me being a journalist, he saw me as a man that 
had lost someone special. This may have come 
from him hearing my speech at my brother’s 

funeral, after 
all, he was there 
and he did speak 
out, but this time 
we were one-on-one.

It is easy during 
the age of social 
media, technology, and work that we are often 
disconnected from relationships that we have 
in our lives, but I could tell that Rahman and 
I both had cherished our sibling relationships. 
He recalled the times when his brother would 
charismatically entertain the media with 
humorous quips and all I had in mind was the 
swag my brother carried when he walked into 
a room. Through every highlight that Rahman 
mentioned of Muhammad Ali, from his bouts 
with Fraizer to Rumble in the Jungle with 
Foreman, I found resemblance in their love for 
life, courage, and flair. I couldn’t imagine how 
it felt to be the younger brother of Muhammad 
Ali, but if his love was as strong as his presence, 
then it was something unmeasurable. I know 
because the first time I met Muhammad Ali, I 
felt joy being poured all over me. 

After a while, Rahman noticed I was 
silent and mentioned that my brother is in a 
better place. I could really see the influence 
Muhammad Ali had on Rahman. “My 
brother gave good advice and told me to love 
everybody,” Rahman explained. These were 
wise words that I often tried to echo in the ear 
of my younger brother. “God is going to bless 
you if you stay good to people. You will see,” 
Rahman cheerfully said as the interview came 
to a close. What he didn’t realize is that God 
truly did bless me, with words of wisdom from 
Rahman. Words that he used during the loss of 
his brother had served as more healing for me.

By Dapper Dr. Feel

Greatness in Brotherly 
Love: Ali and Me

http://KidsWhoBank.com


WWW.KEEFCROSS.COM/DAYBLACK  

BENEATH THE POLLUTED CLOUDS OF DAYBLACK, GEORGIA, A MAN EXISTS. AFTER HUNDREDS OF YEARS OF KILLING TO SURVIVE, 
HE NO LONGER WANTS TO SIMPLY EXIST...HE WANTS TO LIVE. DAYBLACK IS THE STORY OF MERCE, A FORMER SLAVE WHO 

WAS BITTEN BY A VAMPIRE IN THE COTTON FIELDS. FOUR HUNDRED YEARS LATER, HE WORKS AS A TATTOO ARTIST. AS 
HE STRUGGLES TO DECIPHER HIS DREAMS, SOMEONE FROM HIS PAST RETURNS WITH PLANS FOR HIM — PLANS 

THAT WILL THREATEN HIS NEW WAY OF LIFE AND TURN HIM BACK INTO THE COLD-HEARTED KILLER HE ONCE WAS.

       FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL

“MAISHA”
Featured Artist: Will Focus
www.TheOneWillFocus.com
IG & TW | @TheOneWillFocus

http://www.keefcross.com/dayblack
http://www.TheOneWillFocus.com


Pharaonic Brand | pharaonicbrand.bigcartel.com
  Apparel that embodies great cultures of the past. Get Back to Greatness

SoveReign Comics | www.sovereigncomics.com
  SoveReign Comics is full of diverse characters, dynamic stories, and imaginative escape

Adeyemi Artistry | www.adeyemiartistry.com
  Where the poetical works by Negus Adeyemi can be found. It is where poetry + art + culture lives

Uniquelywiredm | www.uniquelywiredm.com
  Handcrafted jewelry made from precious crystals, wires, and organic materials

A Taste of T Salon | www.atotsalon.com
   A private suite salon specializing in color, locs, and extension services. | Augusta, GA

Ancient Blends | www.cowrieshell.com
  Ancient Blends is a nutritional plant based hair, scalp, and body care product line

Sanjules | www.sanjules.com
  Sanjules for awesome natural hair rhinestone tees and tie dye clothing and accessories

Kids Who Bank | www.kidswhobank.com
  Youth Financial Literacy Book for ages 2-18 and Youth & Adult Financial Literacy Curriculum

ArinMayaMade | www.arinmayamade.com
  ArinMayaMade features eco-eclectic and gracefully made accessories for all

The Ilka Pinheiro | www.ilkapinheiro.com
  Vibrate higher; liberate your light. Reiki healing with Ilka Pinheiro

The 1998 Deck | www.the1998deck.com
   Hip Hop lovers can experience the greatest clashes of 90s Hip Hop with these playing cards

Ori Bee, LLC | www.oribee.net
  Organic bath, body, and hair products that are simple, healthy, and whole

Perry Boyce | www.perryboyce.com
   Fragrances and Gifts for the home. Giving access to an affordable urban luxury lifestyle

Learn With Bella | www.learnwithbella.com
  The Alphabet with Bella and Numbers with Bella are 2 books every young child should have

Arway | www.arwaybags.com
  Handmade bags/accessories for all out of Monrovia and Ankara Reusable Diapers

BLACK BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
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Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Shana Herndon - @
Body Art | Playful Faces - @playfulfaces
Accessories | Zenbaby - @_zenbaby_
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DTR 360 Books is an online bookstore geared towards enriching Black people’s 
minds, thoughts, ideas, and, most importantly, actions and behaviors.

Motto: Applied knowledge is true power.
Mission: Apply the knowledge you learn to advance our kulture and people. 

You can reach them via email at info@DTR360BOOKS.com
DTR360BOOKS.com | IG: @DTR360Books | FB: DTR 360 Books
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